For people and local organizations who seek affordable pet ownership
and care, FVHA is the expert in shelter management, stewardship and
accessibility that allows for the fullest life for our community’s pets.

Our Mission

Removing barriers for pets and their people by
providing a continuum of expert care, education and connections to community resources.

Our Vision

Improved lives of pets and their people within
our community and a strengthened human
animal bond.

Our Values

•
•
•
•

Collaberative
Accountable
Respectful
Education Focused

The Fox Valley Humane Association has evolved so much over the last few years, and with that, comes the discussion
of whether or not our mission and vision truly encompasses everything that we do and hope to achieve at the shelter. After a few extensive sessions with our Marketing Specialist who is on the board as well, we came up with a new
mission, vision, values, and guiding principles. We also came up with a fresh, new logo along with color palette that
we hope you quickly come to resonate with the Fox Valley Humane Association. We want to exemplify how we have
evolved into a leader in shelter management and care, and we believe this does just that!
To you, we want to say THANK YOU from the bottom of our hearts. Thank you for sticking by us when times were
tough. Thank you for being there when we have accomplished so much as well. We will continue to be better every
single day you allow us to. For the community, and their pets. We are here.

Positive Changes For FVHA – By April Pinnow
The Fox Valley Humane Association was founded as the Appleton Humane Society on December 26, 1891. In our
100+ years we have had many evolutions and changes. Although change is not always good, we are proud of the place we are
at today and are excited about what the future holds.
FVHA is more than a traditional animal shelter. We are a pet resource center for the community. In addition, to providing temporary housing to stray and surrendered animals until they are reunited with their owners and/or new homes are
found, we also provide a plethora of other services and resources to the community. We provide TNR (Trap-Neuter-Return)
services for community cats, low-cost vaccination and affordable spay and neuter services, and end-of-life services for pet
owners at their time of need. We also provide temporary housing for animals when their owners are having housing issues
and rabies quarantine services for local police departments and owners. We are very fortunate to have a medical department
and dedicated employees and volunteers that help make all these programs possible.
As we look to the future, we reflect upon past accomplishments and create goals to continue to hone in on the services we provide. 2021 was a year of transition at FVHA. We updated a lot of our policies and procedures to better serve the
needs of the people and animals in our community. We want to share some of the results of our efforts.

Our focus has been on reducing barriers to adoption, with a less invasive screening process. We are able to get
animals into homes faster and reduce their length of stay in our facility, which in turn allows us to help even more animals.
We also have a more managed population of animals on-site and are really focused on the quality of care they receive while
at our facility. Every animal is unique and what works for one animal may not work for another and because of that, we
customize the care every animal receives based on their needs.
In addition to our adoption program, we also offer medical services to the public and other shelter and rescue groups. Last
year,

We see everything from owner surrenders to strays, transfers, and animals that visit our medical
department. Although their paths are different, every animal receives top-notch and compassionate care
with our dedicated team.

FVHA has evolved and changed a lot over the years. If you haven’t visited our facility, we welcome you to come out and
meet the Team at FVHA and learn about how you can “Get Involved” as a volunteer and/or donor to support our efforts.
As we continue to evolve as an organization, we need your support more than ever to continue and expand upon our
programs.

Pet Surrenders and Rehoming – By Dr. Ziegler
Working in a facility like FVHA is never boring as we deal with an endless variety of situations. Unfortunately,
many of them are not always feel-good moments. In particular, the pet surrenders can be especially taxing.
The reasons for a pet owner electing to surrender a pet are endless. Often it is a behavior problem that an owner either
cannot or does not want to deal with. Sometimes an owner is moving and cannot take a pet with them. There can be
homeless situations and changing financial conditions that can play a role. Sometimes the reason could be an owner
who may have passed away, and there are no family members available or willing to care for the pet. On occasion, people
simply get tired of having a pet and the commitment to their care, resulting in a request to surrender. The list goes on
and on, and to be honest, while some of the reasons for surrender are legitimate, others, unfortunately, are not.
One of the biggest problems we face is that many people request a surrender with very short or no notice. It is not
uncommon for owners to simply show up at our door expecting to surrender a pet on the spot. This can be frustrating
for everyone involved. This is not ideal in any way, which is why we choose to schedule surrenders in advance in order to
try to prepare for them the best we can. This also helps us to manage our population of in-house animals, which would
explode if we took in everything on request. It is very important that we manage our population of pets as well since
overcrowding only leads to a long list of problems.
What should be a good alternative for an owner, but requires some preplanning, is to rehome the pet on their
own and avoid having a pet even enter a shelter. While many feel that it is the role of a shelter to take in surrenders and
adopt them out, this is actually not in the best interest of the pet, and the “home-to-home” option is much better. Again,
this takes time, planning, and some effort.
During the pandemic, there was a huge acquisition of new pets by well-meaning people. The speculation was
that this would ultimately lead to an increase in surrender cases. For a long time, however, this did not seem to be
true, and the owner surrenders plodded along in a somewhat normal fashion. Recently the requests for this service
seem to be exploding, and it is getting overwhelming. Shelters are filling up with strays and surrenders, and the pool of
potential adopters does not always seem adequate to keep up with the influx. It is hard to say what will happen in the
coming weeks and months, but it is easy to feel intimidated by the situation.
What advice can be given to an owner wishing to surrender a pet? First, try rehoming on your own (you can visit
the websites of most humane societies to access some of these resources). Also, if a surrender has to happen, please be
prepared for a possible wait time, perhaps up to a few weeks. While some situations do not allow for this, most do, and
the courtesy is always appreciated. And if you are a person looking for a new pet, please consider a shelter or a rescue
organization as a resource.
Surrenders and rehoming are going to occur. It is inevitable and the outcome can be good, but the chosen process
should take the pet’s well-being as a primary concern. It is simply part of the commitment and compassion that should be
given to the pet.

After You Lose Your Furbaby By: Vicki Prey
Losing a furry friend is one of the hardest things we go through as pet owners. Though we tend to just think
about the process of saying goodbye, there are some other decisions to consider as well. Once your furry friend has
passed on, you must then determine what to do with their remains and their items left behind.
Backyard burial may seem like the easiest way to respectfully take care of your pet’s remains. Unfortunately,
it can be dangerous for other pets and wildlife. Most pets are put to sleep with an extremely concentrated anesthetic
agent, which results in a very peaceful death (hence the term euthanasia, which means “good death”). However, this
drug persists in the buried body of the pet for up to a year.
If your pet dies of a disease, which could be spread to other animals or even people, their body might also pose
a risk. While vaccination has reduced the amount of dangerous pet diseases in the community, some diseases like
parvovirus still occur in outbreaks and spread readily between dogs.
We would like to share some of the general rules of burying your beloved pet and offer some alternatives. If
you are considering burying your furry friend in the ground, in addition to the site location, it is also important to
consider the material you bury your pet with. Plastic bins and bags can take years to decompose, which makes wood
or cardboard a better option. There are also a number of different burial box options available. If your pet is not buried
deep enough in the ground, you run the risk of the grave being disturbed by other animals or environmental factors.
To ensure the safety of your pet’s resting place, the burial spot should be at least 3-5 feet deep. It is legal in most states
to bury your pet in your backyard, but please make sure that your state and/or your local municipality allow for pet
burials.
It’s easy to become overwhelmed on what to do when we’ve just lost our pet. While burying your pet in your
backyard is a wonderful way to keep them close, there are other alternatives. Keep in mind that these options may
come with a price tag. Cremation has become the most popular option in terms of remembering our pets. Most animal
clinics work with a local cremation service that can offer you a variety of options, ranging from burial boxes to urns
that hold your pet’s ashes. The average cost for cremation will range from $100 - $300. Your veterinarian can discuss
options in greater detail. Another alternative is to bury your pet in a local pet cemetery. If you choose this option you
are allowed to visit your pet as often as you like.
Losing your furry best friend is a heartbreaking experience no matter how long your pet has been a part of your
life. A lot of pet owners think about remembrance items at this time. Remembrance stones are a wonderful way to tie
your pet’s memory to your home without actually having them buried in your backyard. Pawprints are another way to
keep your pet’s memory alive. You can have your pet’s paw pressed into a circle of clay that will last forever, leaving you
with a wonderful piece of your furry friend. Some owners even opt to have a custom pet portrait made from a cherished photo of their pet. These are just a few of the many options available to remember your pet. Your veterinarian,
animal shelter or pet crematorium can offer additional resources. Losing a pet is never easy, but unfortunately it is
inevitable. In addition to providing end-of-life services to pet owners, we can be the resource you need and answer
your questions when that time is near.

